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In this paper we study parallel execution of multiple
pipelined hash joins. Specifically, we deal with two issues,
processor allocation and the use of hash iilters, to improve
parallel execution of hash joins, We first present a scheme
to transform a bushy execution tree to an allocation tree,
where each node denotes a pipeline.
Then, processors
are allocated to the nodes in the allocation tree based
on the concept of synchronous execution time such that
inner relations (i.e., hash tables) in a pipeline can be made
available approximately
the same time,
In addition, the
approach of hash filtering is investigated to further improve
the overall performance. Performance studies are conducted
via simulation to demonstrate the importance of processor
allocation and to evaluate various schemes using hash filters.
Simulation results indicate that processor allocation based
on the allocation tree significantly outperforms that based on
the original bushy tree, and that the effect of hash filtering
becomes prominent as the number of relations in a query
increases.
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PIPELINED
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~
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of bits which

initialized
to 0’s. Let ~(A)
be the set of distinct
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and

Utilizing
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earlier,

to

the

for hash join

alloca

to generate

exploit

execution,

Trees

opportunity

of

one has to identify

and execute a sequence of hash joins in the bushy tree
in a way of pipelining.
However, such regrouping
of

and re-

moving non-matching
tuples will reduce the number of
in the join. The join cost is
tuples of Rj to participate

joins makes the execution dependency
intractable.
Consequently,
we shall

thus reduced, An illustrative
example of the use of hash
filters can be found in Figure 1, where an HFR, (B) is

bushy

built by RI and applied to R2, with the corresponding
h(bi)=
i mod 5. It can be verified that
hash function

synchronous execution time, processors are allocated to
the nodes in the allocation
tree in such a way that inner

after the application
of HFRi (B), R2 is reduced to the
one given in Figure lb, thus reducing the join cost of
RI N R2, In this paper, we shall develop an efficient

relations in a pipeline can be made available
mately the same time. Idleness of processors

node

execution
denotes

in the bushy tree
first transform
a

tree to an allocation
tree where each
Then, using the concept of

a pipeline.

approxican thus

be minimized,

scheme to interleave a bushy execution tree with hash
filters to minimize
the query execution
cost for hash
joins.
denote the application
of a
Let HFR, (A)+Rj
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To transform
we first identify

a bushy tree to an allocation
tree,
the groups of joins in the bushy tree

that

could

be pipelined.

be obtained

from

each group

Then,

the

an allocation

original

bushy

of j oins t oget her.

tree can

tree by merging

For example,

suppose

we

determine
six groups of joins to be pipelined
as shown
in Figure 2. By merging each pipeline in Figure 2 into a
single node, we obtain
as given

in Figure

of processors

the corresponding
allocation
tree
the number
3. Next, we determine

allocated

to each node

(pipeline)

in the

allocation
tree in the manner of top down.
Clearly,
all processors are allocated
to the pipeline
associated
with

the root

in the allocation

tree,

say S1 in Figure

3, since it is the last pipeline to be performed.
Those
processors allocated to the pipeline on the root are then
partitioned
into several clusters which are assigned to
execute the pipelines associated with the child nodes of
the root

in the allocation

tree in such a way that

those

pipelines
can be completed
approximately
the
time. In other words, processors are so allocated

same
that

Figure

for the root

nodes in the allocation
each pipeline

is then

applied

with

a number

S2

10

node.

in the subtree

Let S; be a pipeline

under

associated

with

s~
16

6

s~

until

of processors.

fi

Specifically,
define the cumulative
execution costs of a
node in the allocation
tree as the sum of the execution
costs of all pipelines

in a bushy tree.

32

to all internal

tree in a top down manner

is aasigned

pipelines

s,

input relations for the root pipeline, say S1 in Figure 3,
can be available about the same time to facilitate
the
execution
of S1. The above step for partitioning
the
processors

2: Identifying

that

internal

a node in the

allocation
tree TA, and C(S; ) be the set of child nodes
of Si in TA. Denote the cost of executing Si as W(Si).
Then, the cumulative
execution
cost of the node with
Sa, denoted

by CW(Si))

is determined

CW(Si) = W(Si) +

~

Figure

by,

CVV(Sj).

S,cc(,s,

3: Illustration

Note that the cumulative

Step

)

execution

1: A join

sequence heuristic
execution

is applied

to deter-

tree T.

cost of each pipeline

when the original

bottom up. Then, it is important
the synchronous
execution time,

tree.

(2)

mine a bushy
can be determined

of an allocation

bushy tree is built

to see that to achieve
when partitioning
the

the given bushy
tree T, determine
Step 2: From
the corresponding
allocation
tree TA by merging
relations in each pipeline together.

processors of a node into clusters for its child nodes,
one has to take into account the cumulative
execution
costs of the child nodes, rather than their individual

Step 3: Based on Eq.(2),
determine
the cumulative
workload of each node in TA in a bottom up manner.

execution costs. Denote the set of processors allocated
to perform the pipeline S= as P(S= ), and use #P(Sz)
to

Step 4: Using Eq.(3), allocate processors
in TA in a top down manner.

represent

the number

#.P(SZ)

= ~#P(Si)

of processors

Formally,
allocation

in P(S= ). We have,

C7w(s=)
Xsj,c(s,p

w)’”

(3)

the processor allocation
scheme based on an
tree can be described below.

Algorithm
G: Allocating
processors
utilizing
pipelined
hash joins.

to each node

to

a bushy

tree
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For an illustrative
purpose,
given a total
of 32
processors,
a possible
processor
allocation
for the
allocation
tree in Figure 3 is shown by a set of numbers
labeled next to nodes in the tree. As mentioned
earlier,
these numbers are so determined
that all child nodes
(pipelines)
of each internal
node can be completed
approximately
the same time.
It is worth mentioning
that when the number
of processors
passed to an
internal
node in a lower level of the tree is too few

to

be

further

pipelines,

partitioned

sequential

child

nodes could

Note

that

Clearly,
within

issue,

whose

discussion

determine

to execute

how to distribute

stages

a pipeline

of

end
HF Receiver:

in its

performance,

above

allocation

many

execution

for better

described

processor

hash joins.

efficient

for the pipelines

be employed

the method

inter-pipeline

for

execution

the

if (~

pipelined

processors
the

across

scope

each leaf node ~

in T

receives all HF’s for its join

1+ applies

HF’s to filter

of this

else starting

paper. Readers interested in processor allocation
within
a pipeline
are referred
to [15].
As it will be seen

tuple

attributes)

then

out non-matching

if (% is an inner relation)
building
the hash table

is also an important

is beyond

for

begin
tuples.

then

probing

when inner

relations

are available,
end

in Section 5 later, processor allocation
based on the
allocation
tree outperforms
that based on the original
between the pipelined
hash join and the sort-merge
join as far as processor allocation
is concerned,
and

The first conditional
statement
in HF Sender to set
up J=tt assures that only necessary hash filters will be
generated and applied to other relations.
Also, it can

justifies

be seen that

bushy

tree.

This

result

the necessity

transformation
pipelined

to

indicates

the very

of performing

deal

with

difference

the proposed

processor

tree

allocation

build

for

receiving

hash joins.

a relation

HF’s

will

for attributes
and utilizing

be scanned

at most once to

Every

in Jatt.

all its filters,

relation,

starts

after

its normal

operations.
3.2

Interleaving

a Bushy

Tree

with

HF’s

each individual
join, Note that a hash filter has to be received in time for its processing, which is, however, dif-

Depending
on the cost and the benefit
of hash
filters, there are many schemes to determine
the hash
filter generation.
To provide
more insights into the
approach
of hash filtering,
extensive
simulation
will

ficult

be conducted

To further improve the parallel execution of hash joins,
we would like to employ hash filters to reduce the cost of

to achieve due to the nature

of hash joins.
allocation

~ P(S~), meaning
allocated

execution

using

It can be seen that based on the processor

in algorithm

the allocation

of parallel

G we have Sj E

that

a pipeline

in a higher

tree will be executed

to its offspring.

the timing constraint
processor allocation,

This

instead

C(Si) * P(Sj )

indeed

level of

For example,
filters

one method

to the bushy

normal

execution.

among

conceivable

processors.

to generate

is to generate

tree first

and then

eration”
(denoted by EG) in what follows,
rithmic form can be described below.

Algorithm
HF Sender:

EG: Interleaving
for

if (J.tt
begin

while

hash

inner

attaining

alternative

the

generation.”

whose algo-

hash filters,

HF’s.

in

advance,

hash

filters

relations

are

built

in

their

table-

the

is denoted

desired

The conventional
denoted

reduction

by IG, standing

approach

for comparison

4

Cost

and

This
relation

without

by NF (i.e., “no hash filters”),

also be implemented
System

effect.

for “inner

using
will

purposes,

Model

In this section, we describe the underlying
system and
cost model, based on which the experiments
will be

in T

/* Let ~ be a relation in pipeline Sj. */
begin
Let J.tt be the set of all join attributes

generated

schemes

of hash joins,

phases and those from outer relations are built
tuple-probing
phases. Such an approach will

gen-

“early

a bushy tree T with

each leaf node ~

There

to proceed

Such a scheme is termed

various

to the nature

be referred to as scheme CG, where CG stands for
‘complete
generation,”
Also, as will be evaluated in
Section 5, hash filters
can be generated
from inner
relations only to reduce the cost of hash filter generation

hash filters.

and apply

from

buildlng
in their

described above, since under such
a hash filter received late can still

for hash filters

are many methods

of being

filters

resolves

be applied to a later pipeline which is executed by the
same cluster of processors, thus avoiding incurring
any
transmission

5 to evaluate

Owing

can be built together
with the hash join operations
to reduce the overhead associated.
Specifically,
hash

by those processors

feature

in Section

hash filters.

conducted to study
processor allocation

the relative performance
of various
and hash filtering
schemes.

in l+.
4.1

# +)

Overview

The architecture
assumed in this study is a multiprocessor system with distributed
memories and shared
disks containing
database data. It is also assumed that
a processor activates one 1/0 process for every relation
scan to read its portion of the relation from disk. Our

Scan Q, and V A G Jatt, build HFR8(A) by P(Sj)
Send ~~R, (A) to f’(s~ ), where Sk contains a
relation joining with ~ on A.
end
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goal is to evaluate the performance
of processor alloc&
tion and hash filtering
schemes in a variety of complex

maximize

query environments.
The performance
model consists
Bequest
GeneratoT,
Comof three major components:
and Ezecutor.
Request Generator
is responsible
piler,
for generating query requests as follows. The number of

lations

relations

in a query

ter, sn. Relation

is determined

cardinalities

nalit ies are determined
cam,

~d(~),

Acard,

ities in a query

from

a distribution

a mean, Rcard, and a deviation,

be. Note that

disconnected

query

only queries
our study,
carded.

some queries

with

graphs.

Compiler

query

part of query compilation.

cam.

in our experiment
located

may have

the join

Executor

traverses

graphs

were used in

graphs were dis-

request

the minimal

Therefore,

contains

to execute that

from

every

Request

cost first.

node

of the

query

of its two child

by the Compiler.

Depending

upon the hash fil-

hash filters

of join

attributes

shall refer to this processor

execution,

(standing

are generated

at different

While always generated
can be applied to both
relations.

After

stages

all nodes (processors)

to join sequence de-

of query

that

will

a hash filter
perform

join

pipeline

of processors

al-

to other infor-

operation

then

erated

4.2

join

operation,

tree

generated

by the

allocation

for Based on the Original
together,

in Section

3.

The

cost of a leaf node is defined to be
the base relation.
Henceforth,
we

a query

(join)

scheme as B OT
Tree)

scheme.

nodes within

plan tree is first

In
each

transformed

to an allocation
tree, Cumulative
workload is computed
for each node of the allocation
tree, and processors are

is sent to

on the pipeline
containing
the corresponding
relation.
For every hash filter received, it is applied to the corresponding baae relation if the filter is received before the
start of the relation
scan, Otherwise,
a filter received
will usually be applied to the intermediate
relation genat the end of a pipelined

plan

the second scheme, by grouping

from base relations, hash filters
base relations and intermediate

being generated,

the number

nodes as described

schemes simulated,

termined

according

to the

Compiler.
Processors are then allocated
to execute a
query plan node according to the cumulative
execution
In this scheme, the cumulative
cost of the node.
execution cost of a node is computed as the sum of the
execution cost of joining
the relations
associated with
its two child nodes plus the cumulative
execution costs

the query plan tree and carries out

in parallel

assigned

a query plan node

node, in addition

cumulative
execution
the cost of scanning

join operations
tering

with

re-

phase of

Two schemes for assigning processors to join nodes
are comparatively
studied in this paper.
In the first
scheme, the cumulative
execution cost is computed for

Generator
and produces a query plan in the form of a
bushy tree. The bushy plan tree is determined
by the
minimum
cost heuristic
described
in [5] that tries to
perform

the table-building

ex-

mation on the database profile.
Note that in practice,
allocation
of processors to a join node could be deferred
to runtime to provide more flexibility.

loss of generality,

disconnected

takes a query

query

to joining

of joins in a query

so generated

Without

connected

and those with

of parallel

be allocated

and the processors

func-

probability,
p, that an edge (i.e., a join operation)
exists between any two relations in a given query graph.
will

in such a way that

benefit

parent node are divided among the child nodes according to the cumulative
execution costs of the child nodes.
In our simulation
model, processor allocation
is done as

cardi-

Cardinalities
of join attributes
are determined
similarly
by Acard, attv, and fd(A). There is a predetermined

The larger p is, the larger the number

should

a top down manner

parame-

attribute

the performance
processors

all inner relations of a pipeline are completed
approximately at the same time. To achieve this, the number
of processors allocated to a join node is determined
in

RCcr d,
by a set of parameters:
and ~d (A). Relation cardinal-

uttv,

are computed

fd(R), with

tion,

by an input

and join

ecution,

allocated

to nodes based on the allocation

tree.

This processor allocation
scheme is henceforth
referred
to as BAT (standing for Based on the Allocation
Tree)
scheme.

How-

Cost

Model

ever, in the worst case, a hash filter may not be received
in time for applying
to either base or intermediate
relation, in which case, the hash filter will be discarded.
The dynamic
nature of a bushy tree execution is thus
captured in our simulation.

Our model computes both CPU and 1/0 costs of executing a query. For ease of presentation,
we assume that
each node (processor) has large enough physical memory to hold hash tables of all inner relations of a pipeline
in memory at the same time (i.e., bucket overflow will

In the pipelined
hash join
outer relation can successively

not occur).
The effect of bucket overflow is believed
not to affect the relative performance
of the processor
allocation
schemes we shall evaluate. Also, the intermediate relation
generated by a completed
pipelined join

operation,
a tuple from
probe hash tables of mul-

tiple inner join relations
in the same pipeline,
and a
pipelined
join operation
will not start until all inner
relations of the pipeline have completed
building
hash
tables in memory. To minimize
processor idle time and

operation
is assumed to be written
to disks. When an
intermediate
relation is to be used by a later (pipelined)
join
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operation,

it is read from the disks and, at the same

time,

the hash table corresponding

tribute

is built

to the next join

at-

the pipeline

in memory.

1/0

of CPU

by the n-th

N ~.+,
The number
data page from
write

a data

instructions

executed

a disk is denoted

page to a disk is denoted

cost of extracting

a tuple

from

to read a

and that

by Iread,

a page in memory

total

number

of tuples processed by the number
each tuple

needs for

extracting

the relation

from

relation

generated

of the pipeline.

instructions

(i.e.,

disks and that

generate

and apply

hash filters,

the

from a relation of
~ha,h by N while
a relation
of size
by N. Ih.,h is the

number of CPU instructions
required to generate a hash
value from an input tuple and set the corresponding
of
bit in the hash filter,
and IapplY is the number
needed to check whether

of a tuple has a match

IP,ob, ). Thus, the total CPU cost of building
a hash
table in memory for a relation
of N tuples, including
the cost of reading

the size of the result

(last) join

For schemes that

of CPU

tuple-probing

denotes

This increases the

of Npn+, /p$iZe x tPio.
As before,

CPU cost of generating
a hash filter
size N is computed
by multiplying
the cost of applying
a hash filter to
N is computed by multiplying
Iapplv

is

denoted by ItUPle.
The cost of building
a hash table
is determined
by multiplying
the total number of tuples
processed by the number of CPU instructions
each tuple
needs for table-building
(i.e., ~aai~~). Similarly,
the cost
of probing a hash table is determined
by multiplying
the
instructions

the final result.

to
The

by IUvite.

produces

cost by an amount

in the filter,

add the tuple to a temporary

an attribute

and if that

relation

value

bit is set,

to be joined

later.

Note that hash filter generation phase can be combined
with the base relation
scan for join operation,
thus

of

tuples from pages, is equal to I,e=d x N/p$iZg

Ibuitd
x N, where psi=. is the number
of
+ L.pl,x N -ituples per page. Also, the CPU cost of carrying out the

avoiding 1/0 overhead in hash filter generation
(the IG
and CG schemes). On the other hand, if all hash filters

tuple-probing
phase of a join operation,
with the outer
relation size of NP tuples, is equal to &ObC x NP, which is

are generated in a separated phase, prior to the start of
the first join operation
of the query (the EG scheme),

independent

N/p~iZe additional
worth mentioning

to execute

of the inner relation
a pipeline

of n joins,

then equal to ~~=o Ni/p$iZe

+ ~f=I

Ni

x Ibui/d

size N.

-F ~~=1

Consequently,

the total

CPU

X Iread + ~~=o
~P,

x ~Probe,

cost is

Ni

x

filters

Lpi.

are implemented

fit in memory,

where Ni is the

inner relation size of i-th join (except No that is the size
of the outer relation of the first join operation)
and Npi

maintaining

denotes

4.3

the outer/probing

operation

in the pipeline.

relation
When

size of the i-th join
i = 1, Np, is equal to

The

relation

to disks at the end of a pipelined

cost of spooling

instructions,

which

is equal
are added

to Npm+, /p,iz,
to the CPU

X

as bit-vectors

thus minimizing

It is
hash

and can in general

extra 1/0’s

required

for

them.

Parameter

Setting

We select queries of five sizes, i.e., queries with 4, 8,
12, 16, and 20 relations,
This set of selections covers

No. For i >1, NP, is the size of the result relation generated by the (i – 1)-th join of the pipeline.
Note that
the above cost does not include the spooling of intermediate

1/0’s per relation are required.
that, in our simulation
model,

a wide spectrum
three

join.

way join

of query
to a more

each query size, 500 query

Iwrite

cost listed

above for all pipelined join operations
except when the
pipeline produces the final result for the query.

sizes ranging

from

than

way join.

For

were generated,

and

twenty

graphs

a simple

as mentioned

in Section 4.1, only queries with connected

query graphs

are used in our study.

To conduct
the simulation,
were referenced to determine

[1], [7], [12], and [20]
the values of simulation

The CPU processing time for executing a query is obtained from dividing
the total number of CPU instructions per query by the CPU speed, P,Pcc& By separat-

parameters.
Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings
used in the simulation.
The number of processors in
the system is set to 32 and the speed of the processor is

ing the pathlength
have the flexibility
a query execution

assumed to be 3 MIPS. The number of CPU instructions
for either reading or writing
a page is set to 5000, and
that for extracting
a tuple from page in memory is set

and studying
cases. 1/0
lation

per query and the CPU speed, we
of varying the CPU speed to make
either CPU bound or 1/0 bound,

the impact

cost for reading

of N tuples

of using

haah filters

(respectively,

is determined

in both

writing)

by disk service

a retime

to 300. Applying

hash function

to an attribute

either

or hash filter

is assumed

haah table

instructions

each while

probing

hash table

to build

to take 100
or probing

hash filter to filter out non-matching
tuples is assumed
to consume 200 instructions
each. Each page is assumed

per page, tpio} multiplied
by the total number of page
read (respectively,
written).
To execute a pipeline
of
n joins, n + 1 relations
are read from disks and the
total 1/0 cost for reading relations
is thus equal to

to contain 40 tuples and disk service time per page
(both read and write) is assumed to be 20 milliseconds.
The size of a relation varies from 700K to 1300K tuples

The intermediate
relation generx tpi..
~Y=o Nilpsize
ated by a pipelined join is always spooled to disks except

while
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each attribute

has from

600K

to 100 OK distinct

4,0G0,GW

~ parameters

I setting

n no

] 32

u

u

P;peed

u
u

3 MIPS

Ir.ad

5000

Iw,ite

5000

Luple

300

Ibuizd

100

.$,ob

200

~

Iha,h

100

I=PPIY

200

P8ize

40 tuples

o
4

8

❑

Or!@nalW.

attv

used in simulation.

to be uniform.

and

carv

periment

Results

action

program,

for each individual

operation,

with

the

figure,
which
relation

to go through
hash filter

query.

join

EG (early generation),

IG (inner

generation)

to demonstrate

The

experiment
stage,

was carried

we studied

out

performance

lOOK

and

where
the

both

number

of

Figure

4 shows

the importance

the ordinate
As illustrated

database

of processor

systems.

In this

is the response time in milliseconds
the number

in Figure

of relations

4, the response

in a
time

the proposed

tree transformation.

Using

BOT scheme, the average response time for a join query
involving
four relations
(i.e., sn = 4) is about 354 sec-

and

in two stages,

the relative

experiment,

The number of processors
node is determined
by the

in multi-processor

of performing

CG (complete generation),
were applied to execute the
query, The CPU cost, 1/0 cost, and total response time
for each scheme were obtained.

the first

for the NF scheme,

with BAT is significantly
lower than that with BOT
in all queries evaluated,
clearly showing the advantage

genera-

tion and application,
was simulated.
For each query in
the simulation,
four hash filtering
schemes, i.e., NF (no
filter),

tree

scheme employed.

and the abscissa denotes

was coded in C, the

corresponding

were set to

allocation

allocation

In the simulation

20

the average response times of the queries for the NF
method using BOT and BAT allocation
schemes. We
deliberately
turned off hash filter application
in this ex-

values, Finally,
the distribution
functions
for relation
cardinality
and attribute
cardinality
are both assumed

Simulation

Alkedon

by this

processors was set to 32.
allocated
to execute a join
processor

5

❑

4: The response time

schemes is evaluated

1: Parameters

18

RE9P017Mtime
Scheme NF

Figure

Table

12

Number of relations in a query

20 ms

It m;o

i,wLvoo

u

onds while it is 3874 seconds for the case of sn = 20. By
employing
tree transformation
before processor allocation, the average response times for sn = 4 and sn = 20
by BAT were reduced to 147 seconds and 1235 seconds,

In

respectively,

of

different processor allocation
schemes. Specifically,
we
explored
the benefit,
in terms of reduction
in query
response time, of allocating
processors to join nodes

showing

an improvement

from 50~o to 7070.

This experiment
shows that the BOT processor allocation scheme, which was demonstrated
to provide good
performance
with sort-merge
perform
well with pipelined

join methods [5], does not
hash join method.
Note

based on allocation
tree (BAT) in a parallel database
environment.
In the second stage, we fixed the processor
allocation
scheme to BAT and ran a set of experiments
to study the relative performance
of the four different
hash filtering
schemes.

that with pipelined
hash join, a join operation
does not
start until all hash tables of the pipeline are materialized in memory. It is therefore advantageous
to allocate

5.1

processors to join nodes in such a way that all inner relations are materialized
around the same time, Clearly,

Exp.

On

Processor

Allocation

1:

Processor

allocation

Performance

of BOT

and

this can be achieved by the tree transformation
we devised in Section 3, which groups together all inner relations of a pipeline and considers them as a whole for

schemes

BAT

processor

allocation
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processor

allocation.

hash joins
cantly

into

better

Bytaking

this nature

consideration,

performance

BAT

than

ofpipelined

S50,00il

leads to a signifi-

BOT

2oil,ofx

scheme.
-

2so,culo

I!

2U0,W0

5.2

On

HF

.-

Schemes

g

In the second stage of our simulation
study, the processor allocation
scheme was fixed to BAT due to its

IEO,WJO

J Ioo,m

superiority
to BOT. Our goal is to study the effectiveHF schemes for queries with varying
ness of alternative
complexity.

As described

in Section

Eo,oco

o

2, the EG scheme

4

filters

to base relations

during

join

operations.

before the start

of any join

12

16

20

•NF~EQ~IG~CQ
CPU@

This

scheme provides the maximum
reduction
effect of hash
filtering
because all hash filters are available (and can
thus be applied)

8

Number of relationa in a query

generates hash filters from all base relations before the
start of actual join operation,
and then applies hash

Figure

5: The CPU cost for each scheme based on AT.

operation,

However, EG also incurs the highest overhead because
it needs to go through one extra round of disk 1/0 to
read the base relations from disks in order to generate
the hash filters. IG was designed to minimize
the overhead associated
waa designed

with

the hash filter

to maximize

generation

the effect

and CG

of hash filtering,

With IG, hash filters are generated from inner base relations only and they are generated at the time when
inner relations are read from disks to build hash tables
in memory.

Consequently,

no extra

1/0

is incurred

by

IG and the overhead of applying hash filter is thus minimized.
With CG, hash filters are also generated from
all base relations.
Unlike EG, CG generates hash filters
from

a relation

when the relation

and thus no extra
hash filters

from

1/0
outer

is to be joined

is incurred,
relations

Note that
are not

4

8

12

20

16

Number of relations in a query
•NF~EG~IG~cQ
Ocal

next,

because

generated

Figure

by

6: The IO cost for each scheme baaed on AT.

CG until the relations are to be joined next, these filters might not be received in time to be used by partner
relations.
As a result, though generating the same number of hash filters as EG, CG in general applies fewer

cessor for every relation

haah filters

1/0 strategy (activate multiple
1/0 processes per processor for every relation scan) was used.

than EG. However,

could

as it will be shown later,

despite its fewer applications
of hash filters, CG will outperform EG due to its timely generation
of hash filters
with better
Exp.

In

2:

this

filtering

Low

effect and also its saving in 1/0 cost,

variance,

experiment,

carv=100K

relation

and

cardinality

from

900K to 1100K tuples while attribute
cardinality
ranges
from 700K to 900K. The average CPU cost, 1/0 cost,
and response time for this experiment
ures
with
hash
time

scan. Note that this experiment

bound

Figure

5 shows that

significantly

larger

ment

if disk buffering

applying

CPU

hash filters

cost with

or parallel

results

in a

the EG method.

It

shows that,

as far as the CPU

cost is concerned,

the benefit of applying
hash filter (i.e., size reduction)
is overshadowed by the cost of generating and applying

are shown in Fig-

5, 6, and 7, respectively.
Figures 5 and 6 show that
3 MIPS CPU, these queries using the pipelined
join method are 1/0 bound, The 20 ms page 1/0
setting assumes no prefetching
or disk buffering

(e.g., reading
assumes that

CPU

can also be seen that the CPU cost with CG is slightly
larger than that with NF. IG consumes approximately
the same amount of CPU resource as NF. This experi-

attv=100K

ranges

become

hash filters with both EG and CG. Note that without
bucket overflow, the CPU cost of a hash join is linearly
proportional
to the size of two input relations.
In the
simulation,
we assume that intermediate
relations are
not spooled to disks except at the end of a pipelined

one track at a time). The experiment
also
one 1/0 process is activated by each pro-

join
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and that

bucket

overflow

does not occur.

Conse-
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Figure

7: The average

response

time

Figure

for each scheme

quently,

8: The average

the benefit

of reduction

in intermediate

join, resulting
If more inter-

mediate relations
are spooled
filter will be more favorable.

applying

to disks,

related

relation

size appears only at the end of a pipelined
in smaller benefit of applying hash filter.

to NF, by more than

while the improvement

a slight

hash

6 shows that
performance

applying

hash filters

improvement

in 1/0

results

in

is because the number

increases

and,

for each scheme

of pipelines

either

3% with

IG or CG

EG. The result

cost when an

is greater

resource

coneumed

of size reduction
than

by EG outweighs
sn ~ 8.

8, EG shows performance

over NF, but the reduction
to be less than

when

in response

When

sn

improvement
time

is limited

5%.

increases aa sn
of size

For reference, Figure 8 shows the response time of the
queries for HF schemes using the BOT processor allocation scheme. As indicated
in the figure, IG remains
to be the best scheme evaluated and the improvement

other schemes, As previously

over NF in response

hash filters.

any 1/0

overhead

earlier,

2070 with

is about

reduction
thus becomes more prominent.
It can also be
seen from Figure 6 that CG performs the best among
all schemes evaluated while NF is outperformed
by all
IG incurs

as explained

eystem

the benefit

is small (sn ~ 8), The improvement
increases significantly aa the number of relations in a query increases.
This

time

clearly demonstrates
that both IG and CG are effective
methods to reduce the response time of complex query
execution using the pipelined
haah join method,
especially when sn is large. The experiment
also shows that
the extra

Figure

response

based on PN.

based on AT.

the benefit

described,

neither

in generating

Because more hash filters

CG nor

and applying

are generated

applied with CG, the size of an intermediate
with CG, on the average, is smaller than that

Compared

and

time

to Figure

is about

7, Figure

15% when sn = 20.

8 shows that

the ben-

efit of applying
hash filter is smaller with BOT than
with BAT. This is because, with BOT, processor idle

relation
with IG.

time (waiting

Consequently,
CG provides the lowest 1/0 cost among
all schemes evaluated while IG the second lowest. For
EG, it applies more hash filters than all other schemes
and thus achieves the maximum
reduction
effect. How-

ations)

for peers to complete

contributes

to a significant

preceding
portion

join operof the total

response time and, aa a result, the saving in join execution time by applying hash filter becomes less significant.

ever, it scans the base relations one extra time to build
the hash filters. As a result, the total 1/0 cost with EG
is lower than that with NF, but larger than those with
IG and CG.

Exp.

3:

High

variance,

c4mv=300K

and

attv=200K

In this experiment,
we increased the variance of relation
cardinalit y from 10 OK to 300K and the variance of attribute cardinality
from 100K to 200K. By changing the
variances of relation and attribute
cardinalities,
the ef-

Figure 7 shows that, except in the case of sn = 4,
the total query response time can be reduced by applying hash filters.
When sn =4, performance
of IG and
CG is similar to that of NF. With EG, however, the response time increases by about 2 l~o compared to that

fectiveness of hash filters on hash join operations
with
varied cardinalities
can be studied.
Figures 9, 10, and
11 show, respectively,
the CPU cost, the 1/0 cost, and

with

the response

NF. When

sn = 20, the response

time

is reduced,
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time

for each scheme.
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to Figure
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original
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of hash joins.

Performance

bushy

tree.

evaluated,

simulation.
allocation

Simulation
that

based on the

all schemes

the one to build

results

based on the alloc~

outperformed
Among

stud-

the importance
various schemes

for haah fil-

hash filters

only for

inner relations emerged as a winner, It was experimentally shown that processor allocation
is in general the

20

Number of relationa in a query

dominant

QjNF~EGQIGfgcQ

filtering

IOti

lations
Figure

execution

ies have been conducted to demonstrate
of processor allocation
and to evaluate

factor
becomes

to performance,
more prominent

and the effect of hash
as the number

of re-

in a query increases.

10: The IO cost for each scheme, high variance.
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